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Free Response Essay #2: Rhetorical Analysis 

Suggested time: 40 minutes 

 

Patterns in passage selection 

The rhetorical analysis section of the exam routinely yields the lowest mean scores.  It is deceptively simple: You must read, 

understand, and analyze a rhetorically effective passage.  In theory, it is the most straightforward of the prompts; in practice, it is 

much more difficult.  One reason is that the passage tends to be older, and the language, more difficult.  While recent exams have 

featured contemporary writing, even those passages have been complicated.  (One example from The Onion seems easy to 

understand, but its ironic tone actually presented students with quite a challenge.)  One thing should be clear, however: This is a 

task as much about close reading as it is about writing. 

 

Essential skills 

Like every free response on this exam, your rhetorical analysis must be: 

 Cogent, or well reasoned, with no significant logical errors or lapses in insight 

 Coherent, or well connected, with each part following from the one before 

 Clear, or well structured, with careful diction and syntax, and with grammatical exactness 

 Unified, or focused on the task, with everything included a necessary piece tied to the main idea 

 

Additional skills 

To analyze rhetoric, you must obviously have a deep awareness and appreciation of the elements of effective writing, from the 

discrete components (e.g., the parts of speech) to rhetorical devices (e.g., chiasmus and anaphora).  This kind of response also 

requires excellent close reading abilities; just like you must for the multiple-choice section of the exam, you must be fast, 

insightful, and accurate.  Finally, your skill of citation and incorporation is tested here, since you must rely on the author of the 

passage to provide you with detail. 

 

Outlining 

While you can be inventive here, and while your essays may not follow this pattern, it is safe to approach the rhetorical analysis 

essay as a traditional, five-paragraph response.  Again, you may find yourself writing more creatively; most of the sample 8s and 

9s provided by the College Board, however, adhere closely to the five-paragraph structure in that they 

 

1. begin with an accurate presentation of the author’s purpose; 

2. end that same first paragraph with a thesis that presents the rhetorical strategies used to achieve that purpose; 

3. support the first strategy with details that are analyzed and connected to purpose in paragraph two; 

4. repeat with the second strategy in paragraph three; 

5. if necessary, repeat with the third strategy in paragraph four; and 

6. conclude by connecting the strategies one last time to the author’s central purpose. 

 

In most cases, this structure will suffice.  Your score comes less from your own writing style and more from your identification of 

rhetoric, the complexity and accuracy of your analysis, and your insight into the author’s purpose. 

 

Purposive rhetorical analysis 

The best way to get better at rhetorical analysis is to read constantly and catalogue, explicitly or not, the author’s manipulation of 

rhetoric.  You can memorize devices and their effects, but until you practice recognizing those devices, you will be slow on the 

exam—too slow to do effective analysis, at least.  When you have the passage in front of you, start by reading it through once, 

noting key sections, important details, rhetorical devices, and so on.  Then begin your outlining with the following: 

 The writer’s purpose 

Initially, you must be able to say whether you have an argument of fact, value, or policy, and what the goal is. 

 The writer’s argument and claim(s) 

Then articulate the central argument in a sentence or two.  If the argument and claims were written as a thesis 

statement in a traditional, five-paragraph essay, what might it look like? 

 The writer’s rhetoric 

This is the toughest part, because rhetoric has an incredibly diverse canon.  Here, we will focus on three main ideas; for 

each, the goal is to elucidate the connection between rhetoric and purpose: 

o Inventio, or means and detail 

o Dispositio, or organization and arrangement 
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o Elocutio, or style 

 

Inventio, or invention 

The Greek terms don’t matter (in that you shouldn’t try to memorize them), but they tell us something about this kind of rhetoric.  

Here, the idea is invention; more specifically, it’s the idea of choosing or inventing the proof for an argument.  This includes 

selection of detail and the use of the three Aristotelian appeals.  Use the outline below as a guide, and refer when instructed to the 

appendices from Thank You for Arguing. 

 

Appeals 

 Ethos: an appeal to character 

o This is about the audience’s perception of the speaker’s character.  Refer to Thank You for Arguing. 

 Pathos: an appeal to emotion 

o Here the critical analysis is of what emotion is evoked and why.  Focus on the nature of the emotion, the object 

of the emotion, and its specific cause.  Refer also to Heinrichs’ guide. 

 Logos: an appeal to logic 

o Refer to Thank You for Arguing for the terms and overview you need.  Focus on determining the validity of 

your writer’s claims, especially what he or she intends the logic to be.  Heinrichs offers a splendid rundown of 

logical fallacies, some of which have been present in passages on previous exams.  In one instance, the 

recognition of the logical fallacy was one of the hallmarks of upper-half papers. 

 

Dispositio, or organization and arrangement 

In constructing your own argument, this is critical; in rhetorical analysis, it is less useful.  You might be able to analyze the 

arrangement of detail, if it has special meaning (escalation of intensity, perhaps, or a general balance of paragraphs, of ideas, of 

halves of a passage).  My advice is for you to focus on the other elements of rhetoric. 

 

Elocutio, or stylistic analysis 

Elocutio literally refers to “clothing” the proof, and the metaphor is apt: These are the techniques that couch the detail and 

appeals in the paper in persuasive language.  Heinrichs provides an excellent list of the devices you might be able to identify in a 

text (see Appendix II in Thank You for Arguing), but there are basically two branches: diction and syntax, or word choice and 

word order.  Within those categories, you find the following: 

 Figurative language, including metaphors, similes, and personification 

 Figures of repetition, such as anaphora and conduplicatio 

 Figures of connection, including parallelism (further split into figures like chiasmus) and antithesis 

 Figures of address, such as rhetorical questions and inclusive language (use of the second-person plural, for instance) 

 Grammatical manipulators, which covers coordinators, subordinators, and the types of sentences 

There are many other categories, as well.  (Refer to Heinrichs’ appendices for an initial list.)  Overall, you are looking for the 

rhetorical technique’s propriety – its effect on the audience, its relationship to the occasion, and its connection to purpose.  In 

other words, what does the technique do?  If you notice an appeal to logos and the use of a rhetorical question, it is “stamp 

collecting” (as many readers and graders would say) if you simply identify it. 

 

Putting it together 

There are three final points to be made about rhetorical analysis: 

 Be accurate in your analysis 

The easiest way to lose ground and earn a lower score is to miss the meaning of a rhetorical element.  Use the devices 

with which you are comfortable and for which you can provide accurate insight. 

 Use active verbs that convey shades of meaning 

If at all possible, avoid writing “the author uses anaphora to show us…”  Instead, write that “the author’s anaphora 

solidifies…” or “this anaphora mirrors…”  Whatever verb you use, make sure it is active, accurate, and complex.  The 

more meaning you convey in the subject-verb-object sentences you write, the more mature your writing will seem.  

(Example that could have been used on an old AP exam: “Hazlitt’s parallel structure mirrors the plight of the poor, 

dragging us through a litany of pains clause by clause.”) 

 Quote the text often and effectively 

Focus on each quotation or example’s effectiveness in proving your argument and in supporting your analysis. Blend the 

author’s words into your own sentences; never drop a quotation by itself. 

 


